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ABSTRACT
Due to the demographic change in the world, especially in
the western part of the hemisphere the overall population gets
older and older and we have to face new problems resulting
from this change. One of these problems is the increasing
factor of loneliness and isolation among the elderly. The con-
sequences are psychological as well as physiological diseases
causes by loneliness. To improve the quality of life among
the elderly we want to reduce these diseases by decrease the
level of loneliness in first place. As a tool to reach this goal we
used a prototype of an application for a Tablet, more precisely
the game called Bingo to help elderly socialize with others
even when they cant leave their home or even worse their bed.
In this application they can use pre-made chat massages to
communicate with each other while they waiting for a game
to start as well as during the game itself. On the first level
they play a enjoyable game and on the way they connect to
other people and we were able to create bonds between test
participants which reduces the level of isolation and will there-
for also reduce the related diseases. An improvement of in
this project generated prototype should generate a valid tool
to help facing the isolation among the elderly and improve
therefor the quality of life.
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INTRODUCTION
To cerate a common ground: Bingo is a game of chance and
searching. Every player gets a different 5×5 grid of numbers
and needs to find specific numbers in the given grid and mark
them. For each number there is only a certain time available.
To win a match the marked numbers needs to fulfill charac-
teristic patterns, in this case create a marked row or column.
Whoever gets this pattern first and are also able to press the
Bingo-button first win the game.
This project combine special factors of creating applications or

rather games for elderly. Especially the communication is fo-
cused in this project and elderly should find new people or stay
in contact with known ones highly requires communication.
There are further crucial points when designing games for el-
derly. The primary function of bingo for the development-team
was the socialization ,but the users main interest is probably
the application and in this case the game itself. With that
premise the user starts the game because he wants to play and
maybe find people while playing which dramatically reduce
the pressure of such people, but keeps the possibilities open
[18]. This on the other hand lower the abortion when some-
thing went wrong. To prevent that something went wrong the
application tries to find the perfect compromise between func-
tionality and simplicity. That means exclude everything that
is not needed or can distract. Bingo was chosen to get closer
to the common interest of those people as with something
like Counter Strike1 as well as because its visual simplicity
and the scalable difficulties. Intuitively is an important point
which should considered in every digital program, but there
are different levels of intuitively between the daily consumer
of the digital world and most elderly with limited experience
in terms of using more then Skype or Whatsapp or even more.
Therefore things need to be explained or rethought which
would normally considered as common use-case[10][18]. An
additional factor is the high contrasts and the low diversity in
colors and animations to distinguish this Bingo application
from those for children. To achieve the crucial point of social
connectivity every player need a name and and avatar(profile
picture). Of course is it optional to publish the real name
or image but its not important what they choose, rather then
with name and image it is far easier to craft social bonds and
recognize who wrote or said which message.
In the following parts of this report we address further jus-

tification about the need of this project in "Related Work";
how the study for the evaluation was designed and executed
in chapter "Study"; an overview about the outcome of the
study in chapter "Results"; an discourse in how to interpret

1Highly action and reaction based competitive first person shooter.
http://blog.counter-strike.net/



Figure 1. In a gamelobby, for up to five people, they can chat with each
other and see there names and images and they will see this also while
playing.

these results in "Discussion"; afterwards an advice what can
be done in the next projects in "Future work" and finally the
"conclusion".

RELATED WORK
Designing software for elderly is an growing field and need
some special attention according to the special needs of those
people. The danger of loneliness and isolation is there, inde-
pendent from the age, but nevertheless elderly takes a higher
risk [1] and negative blood pressure [15] is one of the less
dangerous results. Games can influence these people in an en-
tertaining and therapeutic way, as well as helps building social
bonds with others [7][5]. Additionally they can train cognitive
and physical abilities[16] or help regaining lost skills[4][20].
Good luck that the elderly in general were interested to engage
in playing digital games [19][6]. Gerling et al. presents the
game "Silver Promenade" and evaluates it to improve physical
skills[6]. There are many games to create physical activity
[11][9] but also some with cognitive interests like a Poker-
game especially for seniors [14]. One problem is that those
who wants to learn software on their own often do not under-
stand it fully [3], therefore we need special design for elderly
people [6][2] and also have to think about meaningful play
for older adults [13]. If we can realize a suitable game for se-
niors we can increase the quality of life and may also increase
the emotional well-being[8]. Some of the prior works gives
valuable suggestion regarding design considerations for game
development for elderly people[10][18] and some literature
shows that 60% of elderly people are not necessarily interested
in games, just for the sake of games they want something more
out of it, i.e. social component[18]. This project tries to com-
bine most of these points to create a pleasuring and healthy
experience for elderly. The next chapter addresses the Study
which evaluated this application.

STUDY
For this Study participates 30 (25 male, 5 female) people be-
tween the age of 18 and 30. Even though that technically
elderly people are needed for this investigation, mostly stu-
dents where chosen because of a lack of funds and time.
The study itself begun with a short introduction and the Data
agreement. After that there was a short personal questionnaire

(e.g. age, gender, tablet experience). The main task for the
participants was to play two rounds of Bingo against the in-
vestigator followed by parts of the gaming-questionnaire by
Ijsselsteijn[17] whereat every question is designed as a five
point MOS-scale. Every game was completely random and
the first round was just the basic game and the second one
with the whole chat included. The chat adds two new features:
First, every User get notifications from the System about the
progress of the other players which look like:"PlayerXY only
needs X more numbers to win"; Second, every User have four
text messages to choose from hided under four different sm-
ilies (1. You have no chance winning. 2. Thats only your
opinion. 3. Well played and 4. I will loose). The whole study
took mostly between 20 and 25 minutes inside the same room
and was rewarded with two pieces of candy.

Figure 2. The game itself without chat. Here the Players with the names
are displayed similar as in the game-lobby on the left hand side. On
the opposite side is the grid with the number which can be marked by
simply tapping on them. Between those the pool-ball with the number
which have to be searched and a little time-bar that shows how much
time is left to find this number.

Figure 3. The game itself with the new chat window and the for smilies
with the hidden messages below the chat-window.

According to Ijsselsteijn[17][12]there are several dimensions
of player experience that can be excerpt by the questionnaire.
These are: Competence, Sensory and Imagitive Immersion,
Flow, Tension/Annoyance, Challange, Negative affect, Posi-
tive affect, Empathy, Negative Feelings and Behavioural In-
volvement. The first seven are related to gaming experience
based on the game itself and the last three to the social bonds.



Both parts are highly interesting because a pleasuring game
is needed in the first place to get the elderly playing and in
the second place the social bonds reduces the loneliness and is
therefor a direct goal of this project.
These dimensions are computed as the average value of the
means of specific questions and are evaluated by ANOVA to
ensure the evidence.

RESULTS
Before the final results are shown comes a prof of statistically
significant effect of the chat for the 10 dimensions done by
repeated measure ANOVA, which presented in short form in
the following table:
hose

The chat changes the . . . Values (df1,df2,F,p)
. . . competence F(1,29) = 0,655; p = ,425
. . . Sensory/imaginative im-
mersion

F(1,29) = 3,625; p = ,067

. . . flow F(1,29) = 0,360; p = ,553

. . . tension/annoyance F(1,29) = 1,335; p = ,257

. . . challenge F(1,29) = 2,894; p = ,100

. . . negative affect F(1,29) = 31,75; p = ,000

. . . positive affect F(1,29) = 4,444; p = ,044

. . . empathy F(1,29) = 11,30; p = ,002

. . . negative feelings F(1,29) = 6,883; p = ,014

. . . behavioral involvement F(1,29) = 24,98; p = ,000
hose
Highlighted in red are the non-significant factors and in green
the not significant ones separated by the p-value-boarder
of 0,05. The two charts (Figure4 and Figure5) shows
the resulting values of the 10 dimensions. The first one
contains all non-valuable and the second one all the valuable
dimensions.

Figure 4. In this chart are all non-significant dimensions. The num-
bers below are the averages of the mean values of the for this dimension
needed questions.

The differences in the Figure4 are very small according to
the results of the ANOVA but in Figure5 there are quite big
changes as visible in the next chart. The last diagram (Figure6
addresses the relative change of the five significant dimensions
in percent compared with the fix changes which can be found
in Figure4-5.

Figure 5. In this chart are all significant dimensions. The numbers below
are the averages of the mean values of the for this dimension needed
questions.

Figure 6. In this chart are the relative improvement in percentage of
the significant dimensions. Negative values are a decrease and positive
values a increase compared to the first round.

Unfortunately only two participants are left-handed, therefor
this study delivered no information about the usability for
those people or rather if this arrangement of object while
playing is usable or not. This is also true for the five female
participants which are not enough to get significant result and
find any differences. The general discussion about the data
and the results will be done in the next chapter.

DISCUSSION
Before the dive into the details it has do be clarified what
the meanings of these 10 dimensions are. Therefore is in the
next table a short summarization of the short meaning of every
dimension. The first seven are related to the gaming experience
directly whereas the last three consider the social aspect of
gaming. Because the changes are limited in communication it
is not surprising that most of the gaming related dimensions
are not significant and all the social ones are.



dimension short meaning
competence pride, euphoria, accomplish-

ment accomplishment
sensory/imaginative immer-
sion

absorbed in the story, identi-
fication, presence

flow concentration, absorption,
detachment

tension/annoyance irritability, frustration
challenge basically how challenging

the experience was
negative affect frustration, disappointment,

irritation, anger
positive affect fun, happiness, enjoyment
empathy mutual happiness influence,

connection, sympathize
negative feelings mutual ignorance, revenge-

fulness, malicious delight,
jealousness

behavioral involvement mutual influence with action,
attention and intentions

The first five dimensions are the non-significant and the rest
the significant ones and now the more specific meaning of
these are known it can be discussed why these results appear.
To answer this question remind, that the change between the
two played rounds is the added possibility to communicate
with each other threw these notifications or rather the pre-made
chat messages.
To win the game the same amount of accomplishments are
required and this basic level of communication is simply not
enough to make any differences in competence. Furthermore
the immersion, flow and challenge, do not change because of
an increase level of communication. The player will not be
dragged into the game more or are more absorbed by the game-
world because the pre-made chat do not aim those targets. The
range of the chat is also not enough to taunt players to make a
significant change in tension/annoyance. With other words the
added tool does not bother the players. With an increased stage
of communication it might be possible to reach a significant
change in these 5 dimensions but for now this result is not
much surprising.
The study shows that even this basic amount of communication
reduces the anger and frustration (negative affect of the player
by round about 22% (2,14 → 1,68). That means that the
possibility to communicate alone can negate these negative
affects which is a most welcome point because it is hardly
needed to keep those points low to create an enjoyable game,
especially for elderly people. Interestingly, considering the
previously dimension the added tool increases the positive
affect (6,9%; 3,30→ 3,53) less than it decrease the negative
affect (-21,8%).
The key dimensions in this project are the social ones and
there is an high increase in empathy (21,2%; 2,25→ 2,73) and
also in behavioral involvement (33,2%; 1,56 → 2,07). The
pre-made messages improve the overall mutual characteristics
and therefor is a valuable help to create social connectivity
among the players (elderly). Somehow the negative feelings
(24,1%; 1,71→ 2,13) also increased. This might not always
be a bad thing, but in further development there should keep an

eye on this dimension and also investigate how big the impact
of negative feelings is related to the overall project (effect).
The focus of the analysation of the dimensions was more
related to the difference and the relative percentage rather then
the absolute values. Only two dimensions are on the MOS-
scale higher scored as three and none can pass the four. Would
the quality of the game be defined as the mean value of each
of the dimensions, the application would get 2,43 with all
dimensions as well as only with the significant ones. This
value can not even pass the middle of the MOS-scale. Is the
conclusion that the game is a failure? We would disagree,
because it is a prototype comparable to an alpha-version and
in the next chapter is a list of suggestions for next projects to
improve this Bingogame.

FUTURE WORK
As in this project there is a prototype created there is a lot
room for improvements. The most important point is to ex-
pand the ability to communicate. This can be split into three
sub-points. First: Change the Chat in Lobby; Currently this
chat is also realized with pre-made chat messages. This should
be changed to real chat to eliminate the limitation in commu-
nication.Second: Add audio chat to the game. While playing
text-chatting is simply not possible, but audio-chat allows the
user to have a real conversation while playing. Third: Consid-
ering the cognitive loads the elderly people might have while
playing the game with text messaging, we think premade text
messaging can help to reduce the cognitive load. But some
additional research to pre-made text messages is needed and
need to improve them according to the need of elderly in case
someone do not want to use audio chat or is not able to do so
but still wants to communicate. In this way not using audio
chat still give the possibility to react to someone who do so or
start acting.
Another point is to redo the Study again with elderly people
to get more valid results and find more weak points in design
and usability. Additionally apply a more realistic environment
by separating the participant and the investigator and put them
into single rooms isolated. Further play scripted games, where
the winner and looser is fixed in every game, of course without
the knowledge of the participants to get more stable results
and eliminate the factor of luck with its influence on the par-
ticipants answers.
The last factor which can be improved is the gaming experi-
ence in two points. First: Improving the overall usability by
add more multi-model output. Especially the synergy or coun-
terproductiveness of audio chat and sound outputs. Second:
Add scalability by the rules to address more different players
with different abilities: changeability of winning pattern; dis-
tribute the numbers more random in grid; remove the color
hint with ball and column; display instead number little math
assignments (e.g. not search 32: search 4×8).

CONCLUSION
The goal was to reduce the isolation and loneliness of elderly
people and here is an prototype that should helping to address
this problem. Even in this early state of development the study
shows an improvement in social bounding which will probably
increase when future work is realized.



It is shown how effective notifications about the progress com-
pared with a limited number of chat massages can be to en-
hance social bonds. The Bingo prototype is on a good way
to be an effective tool fighting against isolation among the
elderly and probably be able to have a big impact on those
people.
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